GENERAL NOTES:

1. Furnish Poured Joint With Backer Rod Expansion Joint Systems in accordance with Specification Section 458 and 932.
2. Submit shop drawings for Sidewalk Cover Plates showing all materials and project specific details and dimensions.
3. Refer to Specification Section 458 for installation and construction requirements.
4. Refer to the Structures Plans, Poured Expansion Joint Data Table for Dim. "A" @ 70° F.
**PARTIAL PLAN VIEW OF SKewed JOINTS**

- **Front Face of Traffic Railing**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **\( \frac{W}{2} \) Corner Clip (Typ. all corners)**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **2" Min. / 3" Max.**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Raised Sidewalk**
- **3" Min. / 3" Max.**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Raised Sidewalk**

**PARTIAL PLAN VIEW OF NON-SKEewed JOINTS**

- **Front Face of Traffic Railing**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **\( \frac{W}{2} \) Corner Clip (Typ. all corners)**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Hip Sidewalk**
- **Approximate shape of curb face with poured joint**
- **Sleeve Anchor (Typ.)**
- **Poured Joint Material**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab (similar)**
- **Sleeve Anchor spacing - 6" centers max. (See Note)**
- **Slopes Varies**
- **3" Max.**

**PARTIAL SECTION ALONG Q. JOINT**

- **Raised Sidewalk Detail**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Poured Joint Material**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchor spacing - 6" centers max. (See Note)**
- **Poured Joint Material**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchors (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Poured Joint Material**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchor spacing - 6" centers max. (See Note)**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**
- **Sleeve Anchor (Typ.)**
- **Gutter Line**
- **Poured Joint Material**
- **Bridge Deck or Approach Slab**

**NOTES:**
- Sleeve Anchors are required at both corners of Sidewalk Cover Plate. Reduce Sleeve Anchor max. spacing to provide uniform spacing.
- Bevel top edge @ 1:2 slope & round over bottom edge \( \frac{W}{2} \) radius.
- \( \frac{W}{2} \) \( \times \) 2" Long Sleeve Anchors.
- See Note.